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and the significant admission was made by the recorder of
the city " that there have many proclamations formerly
been made for the lord mayor to set prices on commodities,
but he cannot say they can be done de jure " *. The House
of Commons gave the lord mayor authority in 1643 to con-
sider " what rate is fit to be set upon Newcastle coals ",
ordering that meanwhile the retail price la was not to exceed
22s. at the wharf2 ; and the same year, when Newcastle
was ' possessed by malignants ' 3, the interruption of trade
raised the price to 235. 4. By the end of the Civil War the
price had mounted to 26s., and the coal dealers attributed
the advance to a variety of causes—the imposition of an
excise ; *' the great hazard and adventure of the sea not only
in relation to wealth or casualty, but from the enemy " ;
the " extra-ordinary price of victuals and of wages"; the
diversion of men and ships from the coal trade to the service
of the State ; the enhanced price charged at Newcastle;
and finally the cessation of ' gift coals * by which twenty-four
chaldrons or even more were reckoned to the score 5. Under
the Commonwealth the First Dutch War caused the price of
coal to soar to * double that of ordinary times'6; and the
Government, following in the path of its predecessors,
directed the London authorities * to take remedy for the
extra-ordinary price of coal' 7. Accordingly the price of
coal was fixed for London and Middlesex 8.
After the Restoration the agitation grew in intensity,
the coal trade being severely disorganized by the Dutch
Wars and the Fire of London. The inhabitants of London
demanded that the prices authorized in 1638 should be
1 House of Lords Journals, iv. 132.	** Per London chaldron.
*	House of Commons Journals, ii. 946.    The shipmasters paid us. for a
Newcastle chaldron, " which usually is estimated to be one chaldron and
a half and better of London measure ", and the charge of loading coal
aboard was about i2d. a chaldron : House of Lords Journals, iv. 131.
8 Sea-coale,  Char-coale,  and Small-coals (1643).    Infra, Appendix, p,
491, No. 2.
*	The winter price was 235. and the summer price 203. (per London
chaldron) :   Acts and Ordinances of the Interregnum, i.  83-84.    But the
interruption of the trade to Newcastle made coal unobtainable :    Hist.
AfSS. Comm. Various, iv. 286 ;   State Papers Venetian, 1643-1647, p, 30.
*	W. L., The Woodmongers Remonstrance (1649), 28.
« State Papers Venetian, 1647-1652, p. 310 (1652).
7 Tudor and Stuart Proclamations (ed. Steele), i. No. 2978 (1652)*
a Middlesex County Records, iii. 212 (1653).
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